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Chapterr  1 

Consequencess of 

crystal-fieldd symmetries 

1.11 Outline of this thesis 

Inn this thesis some investigations of rare-earth-doped semiconductors are presented. 

Althoughh semiconductors are known to science and technology for more than a century, the main 

interestt in these materials arose in 1948, after the invention of the transistor by J. Bardeen and 

W.H.. Brattain [1.1]. The very first transistors used germanium as semiconducting substance, but 

inn a few years one learned to prepare almost perfect silicon samples and since that time silicon is 

usedd nearly exclusively as building material for transistors, computer chips and many other 

semiconductingg devices. In the fifty  years that followed silicon has become the material of which 

thee physical and chemical properties are known better than for any other material. If someone 

wantss to build a mechanical device with a structure of micron-size dimensions, one is obliged to 

usee silicon, even if its semiconducting properties are not needed. Moreover, silicon is present 

plentifullyy in nature as 28% of the earth's crust consists of silicon, the only element which is more 

abundantt being oxygen [1.2]. It causes therefore no environmental problems; nearly every rock 

orr pebble one picks up consists of high-grade silicon ore! 

Nevertheless,, there are still many unanswered questions with regard to this element which have 

too be solved. 

Inn 1794 the rare-earth elements, or lanthanides, were discovered when a black mineral was found 

inn Ytterby, Sweden. It was called Yttria and appeared to consist of a mixture of rare-earth 

elements.. During the next 150 years all rare-earth elements were discovered until the last one, 

promethium,, in 1945. Several rare-earth elements were identified by spectroscopic methods [1.3]. 

Atomss of the rare-earth elements have an incompletely filled 4f-electron shell, which is surrounded 

byy electrons in the 5 s, 5p and 6s shells. These electrons, with a larger orbital radius, as indicated 
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inn figure 1.1, provide a shielding for the 4f electrons from the outer environment. 4f electrons of 

rare-earthh impurities, embedded in a solid, therefore preserve to large extent their atomic 

properties.. As a consequence, there exists a favourable opportunity of inducing optical intrashell 

transitionss that yield sharp atomic-like spectra, practically independent of the host crystal. Using 

thiss feature, it is conceivable that in the future very efficient devices can be built for the generation 

and/orr detection of infrared or visible light, integrated on a silicon chip. 
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Figuree 1.1 Radial charge distribution P~ as a function of radius r (in atomic units) for the 4f 5s, 

5p5p and 6s orbitals ofGd* showing that the 4f electrons lie well inside the ion; after Freeman and 

WatsonWatson [1.4]. 

Inn this thesis two rare-earth-doped semiconductor systems are experimentally investigated: 

erbium-dopedd silicon and ytterbium-doped indium phosphide. 

Inn the first chapter of the thesis the change in the optical properties of an Er + ion caused by its 

imbeddingg in the silicon crystal will be investigated. This is connected with the change in the 

atomicc energy levels brought about by the four surrounding silicon atoms, in tetrahedral 

symmetry.. The ground-state spin-orbit multiplet will split into a maximum of eight components 

duee to the crystal field. Although the magnitude of this effect cannot be calculated from first 



principles,, it will appear that from the symmetry alone we can find that this effect is described with 

onlyy two parameters. These results, using first-order perturbation theory, were obtained in 1962 

byy Lea et al. [1.5], Numerical values of the two parameters can be obtained by fitting to the 

experimentall  data. The environment of Yb3+ in InP has similar symmetry, and also some examples 

off  this system will be given. 

Inn chapter 2 the results are presented of an experimental photoluminescence investigation of 

erbium-dopedd silicon and silicon oxide. 

Inn chapter 3 the calculations described in chapter 1 will be extended to greater depth, and 

additionall  contributions to the crystal-field splitting will be calculated in second-order perturbation 

theory.. This treatment will result in a slight improvement in the fitting of the experimentally found 

liness in optical spectroscopy. The results given in chapter 2 will be discussed in more detail. 

Numericall  computations on the Zeeman splitting of the Er3+ ion in a crystalline environment are 

presentedd in chapter 4. Cases of different symmetry are considered and compared with the 

experimentall  data for about 50 erbium-related electron paramagnetic resonance spectra. 

Inn the following two chapters the system ytterbium in indium phosphide is investigated. In chapter 

55 the models for ordering of crystal-field levels in the ground state and excited spin-orbit 

multipletss of ytterbium in indium phosphide are examined. Several experiments providing 

informationn on the ordering will be briefly discussed. These include the luminescence intensity, 

temperaturee and stress dependence, and magnetic resonance, together with a crystal-field analysis. 

Inn chapter 6 the Zeeman measurements, in magnetic fields up to 16 tesla, on InP:Yb are 

presented.. Possible interpretations of the observed Zeeman splittings and the conversion of the 

systemm to a different state will be discussed. 

1.22 Introductio n to the theory 

Firstly,, some theoretical considerations about crystal-field calculations and especially the 

influencee of symmetry, will be given. Silicon has the diamond structure, as illustrated by figure 

1.2.. Although the overall symmetry of this lattice is cubic, the point-group symmetry of the atoms 

iss less symmetric, it only has tetrahedral symmetry. In figure 1.3 a small part of the silicon lattice 

iss presented. Every silicon atom is surrounded by only four other silicon atoms as nearest 

neighbourss in a tetrahedral configuration, with the point-group symmetry T<t (4 3m). Indium 

phosphide,, see also figure 1.3, has the closely related zincblende structure: in the indium 

phosphidee crystal every indium atom is surrounded by four phosphorus atoms, and vice-versa. 

Thee rare-earth atom ytterbium (charge 3+, ionic radius 0.858 A) is expected to replace an indium 
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Figuree 1.2 The diamond crystal structure. Cubic unit cells are indicated. 

atomm (charge 3+, ionic radius 0.81 A) in the indium phosphide lattice. And although erbium 

(chargee 3+, ionic radius 0.881 A) does not really seem to fit  so nicely in the silicon lattice as 

ytterbiumm in the InP lattice, when replacing a silicon atom (charge 4+, ionic radius 0.42 A), the 

observedd photoluminescence is believed to arise of the part of the erbium atoms placed 

substitutionally.. This fraction has been estimated as being smaller than 5% [1.6]. 

Sincee a trivalent rare-earth ion atom replaces a tetravalent Si4+ ion in the silicon lattice, one 

negativee charge is "over". In a first approximation one could think that this charge is mainly 

dividedd over the four nearest Si neighbouring atoms, and a resulting electrostatic field could be 

calculated. . 

!'' ) s i C '! p y l l I n 

Figuree 1.3 The nearest-neighbour surroundings in a silicon and an indium phosphide crystal. 
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Thiss will , however, not give a good result since silicon is not an isolator but a semiconductor; part 

off  the field so-calculated will be screened by a redistribution of the band electrons. The calculation 

off  the real crystal field is therefore difficult, but the symmetry of this field is known (Td), and with 

onlyy this information already some very significant results can be derived about the splitting of the 

energyy levels of the partly filled 4f shell of the rare-earth atoms in a semiconductor host. 

1.33 Many-electron wave functions, multiplets 

Inn this paragraph we will mention the various energy levels of a rare-earth ion in a 

configurationn with n 4f electrons. We start by simply applying corrections to the free atom 

energiess of one 4f electron, occupying one atomic energy level. 

Thee first correction is the electrostatic energy between the various electrons, which repel each 

other;; this gives an increase of the energy, which is, however, not the same for all electrons. It can 

bee shown that the increase depends on the magnitude of I , the total orbital momentum, and S, the 

totall  spin momentum. This gives the various multiplet levels, e.g., % F, etc. For the ion Er +, 

withh electronic configuration 4f", the orbital momentum L = 6 and spin S = 3/2, the ground state 
4II  is separated from the first excited state 4F by about 15000 cm-1. 

Thee second correction concerns the spin-orbit interactions, giving a change in energy dependent 

onn the angle between L and S. This interaction causes the fine-structure of the levels, the energy 

noww also depends on the magnitude of J with assumes values between L-S and L + S. 

Thee third correction is due to the crystal field, which is, of course, absent in free atoms but will 

bee present in crystals even when electronic shielding is effective. This effect will be discussed in 

sectionn 1.5. 

Whenn a magnetic field is applied, a fourth correction must be taken into account, as will be 

discussedd in chapter 6. For YbJ+, with its simpler configuration 4f13, orbital momentum L = 3, spin 

5=1/2,, and J = 5/2 or 7/2, the energy diagram is given in figure 1.4. 

Inn this section we will first give a short review of some of the atomic physics needed in the 

followingg discussion. 

Onee should carefully distinguish the (non-negative) quantum number Z,, the vector L = (Lx, Ly, L:) 

withh length iJL{L + \), the components of L in the three directions Lx, Ly and Lz, where L is also 

denotedd as the (magnetic) quantum number ML, and the vector operatoroAvith its components 

c/x,^c/x,  ̂ and«£ The same distinctions must be made for the quantum number S, and also for J, see 

nextt paragraph. 
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Figuree 1.4 Energy levels ofthef-hole of ytterbium showing the free atom term2 F and subsequent 

splittingsplitting due to spin-orbit interaction (LS), cubic crystal field and a magnetic field of 12 T. The 

degeneraciesdegeneracies of the levels are given between brackets. Since ytterbium has only one f-electron, 

thisthis scheme is rather simple and can be given in its complete form. The energies are based on 

experimentsexperiments as discussed in chapters 5 and 6. 
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Inn standard texts on atomic physics [1.7 - 1.11] it is shown that the repulsive electrostatic 

interactionn between several electrons within one atom, occupying different atomic states, can be 

describedd by calculating first the multi-electron quantum numbers vectors L = h+h + h +... and 

SS =  S] + 52 + s3 + -.., where the various one-electron /'s and s's are added vectorially, and L and 

SS are the lengths of the resulting vectors (the maximum value of any component). 

AA many-electron state of n electrons can be found by multiplying n different one-electron 

functions.. If we take for example erbium, combining 3 different one-electron states from the 14 

possiblee 4f states can be done in 364 different ways if a permutation of the 3 electrons, which can 

havee no observable result, is not counted as different. There are, however, onfy 5 different values 

(0,, 2, 3, 4, and 6) for the total quantum number L if S = 3/2, and 12 different values for L if S = 

1/2.. Since the theory shows that the total energy of the many-electron state depends only on L 

andd S, there are 17 different energy levels, called multiplets, see table 1.1. 

Tablee 1.1 The multiplet states o/ErJ+ and Yb3+ with their degeneracy (2L +1)(2S+1). 

Erbium m 

Quartett states 

Doublett states 

Ytterbiu m m 

Doublett states 

Multiplett states 
4I I 
4F F 
4S S 
4G G 
4D D 
2H H 
2H H 
2G G 
2K K 
2G G 
2P P 
2D D 
2D D 
2L L 
2I I 
2F F 
2F F 

Multiplett states 
ZF F 

L L 

6 6 

3 3 

0 0 

4 4 

2 2 

5 5 

5 5 

4 4 

7 7 

4 4 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

8 8 

6 6 

3 3 

3 3 

L L 

3 3 

S S 

3/2 2 

3/2 2 

3/2 2 

3/2 2 

3/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

S S 

1/2 2 

Energyy (cm ) 

0 0 

«15.000 0 

«18.000 0 

«26.000 0 

«19.000 0 

«27.000 0 

«28.000 0 

«32.000 0 

Energyy (cm'1) 

Degeneracy y 

52 2 

28 8 

36 6 

20 0 

22 2 

22 2 

18 8 

30 0 

18 8 

6 6 

10 0 

10 0 

34 4 

26 6 

14 4 

14 4 

Degeneracy y 

14 4 
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Eachh multiplet is denoted in a rather cryptic way by a letter and a number, e.g., the symbol  4I 

standingg for a state with L = 6 and S = 3/2. The letter I means, in the series S, P, D, F, G, H, I, 

K,, L, ..., that 1 = 6, and the top-left index denotes the degeneration number of the total spin, 25 

++ 1. 

Thiss I multiplet still contains 52 different states, denoted by Lz, running from +6 to -6, and Sz 

runningg from +3/2 to -3/2; each state is an eigenfunction of the operators J2, S2,JCZ and-SV 

1.44 Spin—orbit interaction 

Theree is. still in free atoms, a second perturbation giving rise to a, in general smaller splitting 

off  each multiplet. This is the spin-orbit interaction, or the L-S coupling. We shall not much 

elaboratee on atomic physics, and only mention that the total energy depends on the angle between 

thee vectors L and S. this can be denoted by an extra term in the energy proportional to L- S. This 

iss best described by an additional quantum number J = L+ S, the vectorial sum of L and S. 

Figuree 1.5 Demonstration of the vectorial addition of the one-electron 1's and s's to L and S, 

respectively,respectively, and vectorial addition of the latter ones to J. 

Statess within one multiplet with the same value of J remain degenerate, others show a certain 

splitting.. Due to the spin-orbit energy E = X LS, different states with the same values of I and 

S,S, but with a different value of J, have no longer the same energy. It can be shown that, if the 

spin-orbitt energy is very small compared to the distance between the multiplets, the spin-orbit 

energyy is given by 

AE='/2XAE='/2X [J{J+  Y)-L(L + l)-S(S+ 1)]. (1.1) 
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Thiss case is called Russell-Saunders coupling, the splitting of a multiplet into spin-orbit levels is 

veryy small compared to the distance between neighbouring multiplets, and the quantum numbers 

LL and S remain 'good'. In rare earth elements the spin-orbit energy is in most cases much larger, 

andd we have intermediate coupling (when the spin-orbit energy and the multiplet splitting are of 

thee same order of magnitude), or even J-J coupling, when the spin-orbit energy is the largest one. 

Inn the case of intermediate coupling the best procedure is to calculate the Russell-Saunders wave 

functionss as a first approximation, and then refine this result by considering the mixing of these 

statess with states from an other multiplet, having the same value of«/, but a different one of L 

(and,, possibly, S). 

Thee wave function is, in that case, mixed with other functions having different values for L and 

5,, and these numbers do not remain good quantum numbers (J, however, always remains 'good' 

ass long as the space around the atom is isotropic). This is done by first constructing a perturbation 

matrixx of all states from different multiplets with the same value of J, and then diagonaüzing this 

matrix;; the eigenvalues are the energy corrections. The results are most easily expressed as a 

functionn of the spin-orbit coupling constant % [1-13]. In the specific case of Er3+ the L-S ground 

statee is 4Iis/2- This state will , however, contain small admixtures of the other J = 15/2 states 2K 

andd 2L. The corrected eigenvector is expressed by ctl\$n + /^K|5/2 + ^L\5,2, with for Er3" the 

typicall  values a =0.985, /? = -0.170 and y= -0.017 [1.14]. 

Forr %= 0, we have the pure L-S coupling case with all multiplets collapsed. While the coupling 

constantt % for one 4f electron is always positive, the results can conveniently be presented as if 

XX were positive from n = 1 to n = 7, and negative from w = 8 ton=13. 

Forr rare-earth atoms the spin-orbit splitting can be rather large, and comparable to multiplet 

splittings.. Figure 1.6 gives the result of the calculation for Er3+ [1.13]. 

Thee 4I multiplet mentioned above splits into 4 levels with different values for /ranging from 15/2 

too 9/2, and denoted as 4It5/2,4Ii3 2,4In/2 and 4I9/2. Each level is (2J+ 1) - fold degenerate, that 

meanss it contains U + 1 sublevels with the same energy. 

Fromm experiments it is known that the first excited state 4Ii3/2 lies about 6480 cm' above the4I)5/2 

groundd state. Second and third excited states 4In/2 and 4I9/2 are at about 10120 and 12350 cm"1 

abovee the ground level, respectively [1.13]. Comparing these energies with the theoretical curves 

givenn in figure 1.6, one may conclude that a good agreement is achieved for # « -5. In this 

notationn L: and & are no longer good quantum numbers, the sublevels of these state can be 

describedd with the quantum numbers i , S, J and Mj (or M), which is the same as J:. The level  4Ii sa 

hass 16 sublevels, where M ranges from +15/2 to -15/2. 

Ass a third perturbation, we could now add a small magnetic field parallel to the z axis. This splits 

thee multiplet levels completely into sublevels with different values of M, the Zeeman energy in the 

magneticc field being proportional to M. 
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-55 O +5 
Figuree 1.6 The low levels of the f3 andf" configurations as functions of the spin-orbit coupling 

constantconstant x, after Dieke [1.13]. 
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If,, however, instead of the magnetic field a small crystal field as discussed above is applied to a 

multiplett level, the degeneracy will be partially lifted. This happens in such a way, that M no 

longerr remains a good quantum number. The eigenfiinctions of the perturbation matrix are linear 

combinationss of atomic wave functions with the same L, S and J and different values for M. The 

difficultyy is here, that these new functions are not easy to calculate, since they are linear 

combinationss of already very complicated expressions. 

Stevenss [1.15], however, published in 1952 a elegant method to calculate the splitting due to the 

crystall  field, where it is not necessary to calculate explicit expressions for the many-electron wave 

functionss of the multiplet levels; this will be discussed in section 1.5.3. 

1.55 Crystal fields 

1.5.11 Td - Symmetric potential 

Inn a crystal field with Td symmetry caused by the neighbouring atoms, the potential will 

nott be changed by all the proper rotations and reflections for which a regular tetrahedron is 

invariant. . 

Thee group Td contains four threefold axes along <111>, which represent eight operations. There 

aree three twofold rotation axes (along <100>). Furthermore there are three S4 and three S4~' 

operationss which consist of rotations through 90 degrees about the x, y and z axes, each followed 

byy a reflection in a plane perpendicular to the rotation axis, yz, xz and xy, respectively. There are 

alsoo six reflections in the six planes which pass through the centre of the tetrahedron and contain 

onee of its edges, the {011}  planes. 

Thiss symmetry has no influence on the radius-dependent part of the potential, so we can give the 

potentiall  as a number of functions of the direction in the lattice which have the required symmetry, 

eachh multiplied with an arbitrary function of the radius. 

Inn this case it is convenient to use four coordinates, besides the length of the radius vector r we 

shalll  use the three direction cosines a\, a2 and a3, the cosines of the angles between the radius 

vectorr and the x, y, and z axes: 

rr  = yjx2 +y2+z2 , (1.2) 

aa i -x I r, 

aa22 =y/r, 
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a-i=zla-i=zl r. 

Forr the three o's the following relation holds: 

a,22 + oi2 + flö2 = l . (1.3) 

Anyy arbitrary potential can be written as a power series of the a's, with each coefficient an 

arbitraryy function of r. We order this series with increasing total power of the a's, and omit all 

termss not fulfillin g the Td symmetry. Expressed in conditions for the o's, this symmetry requires 

thatt each term must be invariant under the following eight symmetry transformations: 

1)) Cyclic permutation of the o's : ct\ =*  a2\ a2 =» Cd', cti =*  a\. 

2)) Exchange of two o's : ct\ =» a2\ a2 =*  cc\\ and also cyclic for 2,3 and 3,1. 

3)) Simultaneous change of the sign of two o's : ct\ =» -a\, a2 =» -a2\ and also cyclic for 2,3 and 

3,1. . 

Imposingg these conditions makes that only the following terms remain: 

VV (r,a\,a2,ai) = f0(r) +fz(r)^(a]a2ai) + (1.4) 

++ Mr) rA (a,2 a2
2 + a2

2 a?+ m2 a,2)+/6(r) rb {a?a2
2 a,2) + ... . 

Att first sight one could think that we omitted some terms obeying the symmetry mentioned above, 

forr example the term with ( a/ + Oi + a?4). It appears, however, that using the identity (1.3) this 

termm can be expressed as a linear combination of some other terms since a/ + ai4 + a^A = \ -2 

(a(a22 aj2 + a2 a2 + a2 a2). In the equation above we only give the independent terms (other 

combinationss are, of course, also possible). 

Noww we will write this Td-symmetric potential as the sum of a series of spherical harmonics. 

Too do this we first write the o's in the spherical co-ordinates ^?and 6. Inspection of figure 1.7 

showss that 

<X\<X\ — sine? cos, 

cticti = sin#sin#>, (1.5) 

ayay = cos#. 
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Figuree 1.7 Illustration of the co-ordinates based on a vector r with length 1. 

Forr the first four terms in the potential we only need the following six spherical harmonics: 

Yo"Yo" = 1, 

Yi=Yi= cosd sin'$ e ;; nn
22aa00 f f 

r4°° = 35cos46>-30cos2<9+3, (1.6) ) 

y4
44 = sin4öe ', 

2311 cos6<9-315cos40 + 105 cos29- 5, 

y6
44 = (11 cos26>-l) sin46»e p p 

Thee functions above are unnormalized spherical harmonics; very often these functions are given, 

multipliedd with a normalizing constant in order that the integral over all directions of the product 

off  such a function with its complex adjoint is made equal to 1. As in the following calculations 

wee never will need the values of these normalizing constants, they are omitted here in order to 

makee the equations not unnecessarily complicated. 

Thee procedure is now firstly to write the equations (1.6) as functions of the a's, and, secondly, 

too rewrite the symmetric functions of the o's in equation (1.4) as combinations of the spherical 

harmonicc functions mentioned above. In this way we get 

V{r,0,q>)V{r,0,q>) = A0(r) Y0° + A3(r) r
3 (iY}

2 (0,<p) - iYf2 (0,<p)) + 

++  AA(r) r4 (Y4° (8,<p) + | [Y4*  (0,<p) + Kf4 (0,<p)]) + 

++ A6(r) r
6 (Y6° (8,<p) - y [Y6

4 (9,q>) + Y? (6,cp)]) + ... 

(1.7) ) 

Inn the figures 1.8 - 1.10 the three combinations of spherical harmonics, given in equation (1.7), 
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aree depicted; in these figures the distance from the surface to the origin is a constant plus the 

valuee of the function. 

Figuree 1.8 Combination of the third-order spherical harmonics as given in Eq. (1.7) with 

tetrahedraltetrahedral symmetry. 

Figuree 1.9 Combination of the fourth-order spherical harmonics as given in Eq. (1.7) with cubic 

symmetry. symmetry. 
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Figuree 1.10 Combination of the sixth-order spherical harmonics as given in Eq. (1.7) with cubic 

symmetry. symmetry. 

Itt can be seen that the 3rd-order function has tetrahedral symmetry, whereas the 4th- and 6*-order r 

functionss (and all other functions of even order) have moreover inversion symmetry, that is they 

aree invariant under the inversion transformation «i => -cc\, a2 => -cti, «3 =» -05 This combination 

off  symmetries is the cubic symmetry; it is easy to see that all odd-order functions have tetrahedral 

symmetry,, and all even-order functions have (moreover) cubic symmetry. The new functions Air) 

aree linear combinations of the functions f if) mentioned in (1.4); for instance A4(r) = - (1/40) f4(f) 

-(\/440)r-(\/440)r22ff66(r)(r)  + ... . 

Inn the case that the potential Kis caused only by electrostatic charges outside the volume of space 

underr consideration, some special relations for these functions A, (r) exist. In that case Poisson's 

equation,, AV= 0, must hold, and it can be proven that the radial-dependent coefficient of a 

sphericall  harmonic Y,m (9,q>), describing such a potential, can only contain a term proportional 

too r'. This means that, in that case, the functions A, (r) are constants independent of r, A, (r) = A>. 

Iff  we consider the influence of the crystal field on the 4f electrons, this condition is to a very good 

approximationn true, since the 4f shell lies well inside the atom, (see fig 1.1) and therefore far from 

thee neighbouring atoms where the (extra) charges causing the crystal field are located. 

Onee would expect that the largest contribution by far to the crystal-field potential is given by the 

3rd-orderr function, which closely resembles the expected shape of the potential, and that the 

higher-orderr functions only will give small corrections to this potential. 

Inn the following section we will , however, demonstrate that, if only 4f intrashell transitions are 
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considered,, the splitting of the spectral lines is determined exclusively by the terms of the 4th- and 

6th-degreee in the crystal-field potential given in equation (1.7), and that all otherr terms have, in 

thee first order, an exactly vanishing influence compared to both these terms. 

1.5.22 Matri x elements for  f functions 

Inn order to calculate, in first-order pertubation theory, the influence of the crystal-field 

potentiall  on the various energy levels for the electrons in the atom under consideration, we must 

evaluatee a number of matrix elements Hl}  connected with this potential V (r,6,q>), as is given in 

equationn (1.7): 

HnHn = ( Vx{rA<p)\  V(rA<p)\V2{rA<p))  = (1.8) 

 K IK 

==  J j ƒ ¥ i *(r, 6, <p) V(r, 0,<p) ¥2(r, 0, <p) r2 dr sine» d 6 dcp. 
r= 00 0=0 <»=0 

Heree x¥l (r, 9, (p) is the total wave function describing the state /. This wave function can, exactly 

likee the potential, be split in a radius-dependent part and a direction-dependent part. For a one-

electronn wave function this direction-dependent part is also a spherical harmonic function 

YiYimm(0,<p),(0,<p), for a many-electron wave function it is a combination of many different spherical 

harmonics.. If, however, the many-electron wave function is built from only 4f one-electron 

functions,, the total wave function is constructed only from spherical harmonics with / = 3; all 

thesee functions have the odd symmetry, that is they change their sign if the radius vector r=r(cc\, 

aa22,, Ofj) is changed into -r. For 4f functions, the radius-dependent part of all wave functions can 

bee written as C r3 e""", independent of the value of the quantum number m. We now decompose 

thee integral in (1.8) into the sum of many integrals, one for each term in the potential as given in 

equationn (1.7): 

H=HH=H 00 + Hi + H4+H (> +... (i.9) 

Thee radial-dependent part of these integrals can now be denoted as 

H,H, = \ Vx\r)A,r'V2{r)  r2dr = A,(r), (1.10) 

thatt is the weighted average of A, r' over the atomic 4f-wave functions % and ¥2. 

Iff  the potential function has the odd symmetry, the direction-dependent part of the integrand in 

(1.8),, where ¥, and ¥2 are both 4f functions, has odd symmetry and the resulting integral 
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becomess zero, as the values in opposite points cancel each other. 

Thee term Ho gives a displacement of the energy levels, which is the same for all levels, derived 

fromfrom 4f functions; in the transitions between two such levels the effect of Ho therefore disappears. 

Inn the term H3 the integrand has odd symmetry as described above; therefore this term is equal 

too zero. Both next terms, H4 and H6, have even symmetry and are not zero. In the following we 

cann prove that all subsequent higher terms, also if they possess even symmetry, are zero as well, 

soo that only both these terms, from the infinite many terms we started with, give a contribution 

too the crystal-field shift of the energy levels of the 4f states of a rare earth atom, incorporated in 

aa silicon lattice. 

Alll  spherical harmonic functions form together a complete system; this means that every arbitrary 

functionn of the direction in space can, with an error which can be made as small as wanted, be 

writtenn as a sum of many spherical harmonic functions, each with an appropriate coefficient. This 

factt is also true for the product of two spherical harmonic functions; in that case, however, nearly 

alll  of the coefficients are zero, and we only retain 

VV 1 = X /?|Y/"+m2 - (1.11) 

Byy repeating this procedure we also can calculate the product of three spherical harmonic 

functions;; the result becomes 

VV  Y,*5 - Y,m< = V piYp+m>+ m>, (1.12) 

wheree h, the value of/ from which the summation starts, is calculated in the following way: 

if/ 3<f/,, - /2| then /o = |]/i - /2| - /3|; 

if733 >h+h then h = h-U- /2; 

otherwisee /o = 0. 

Sincee the spherical harmonics are moreover an orthogonal system (the integral over all directions 

off  the product of two different spherical harmonics is always zero), and since Yo° is a constant, 

itt follows that the integral over all directions of one spherical harmonic Y™ is equal to zero, except 

whenn Yfis the constant zero-order function Y0° (Y* can be written as a product of Y!" and Y0°). 

Thee integral over the product given in equation (1.12) can therefore only be different from zero 
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iff  mi + m2 + OT3 = 0, and /0 = 0. This latter condition means h z \l\ - h\, and h  ̂h + h-

Thee integral for Hls contains, apart from the radial part, products of three spherical harmonics; two 

withh 1 = 3, and the function from the crystal-field potential with I = L. From the above 

considerationss it now follows that this integral can only be different from zero if 0 < L < 6. This 

meanss that only H4 and //6 remain in the summation for the matrix element; the total matrix 

elementt now becomes 

HHmm̂  ̂ = (1.13) 

==  A4(r
4) J ƒ Y3

M'*  (0,<p) (Y4\e,(p) + -[Y4
4(0,(p) + Y^(O,(p)])Y3

m-(O,<p)smOd0d<p + 

aa lit  , .. 

++ 6̂<r6> j j Yp' (0,<p)(Y6\0,<p)- — [Y6'(e><p) + Y6^(0,(P)])Yp(0,<p)smed0d(p. 

Fromm figures 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 it can be seen that the component of the crystal field of the third 

orderr has about the shape as expected if this field is caused by charges on the four neighbouring 

atoms;; the fourth- and sixth-order terms give only relatively small corrections (to the shape) of 

thee field. From an estimation of the magnitude of the surrounding charges one can determine the 

valuee of As with reasonable accuracy, but not those of A4 and At', nevertheless these latter 

constantss completely control the shifts of the 4f energy levels. 

Iff  the crystal field is caused exclusively by point charges in the four tetrahedral directions, the 

valuess of Ay, A* and Af, can be calculated. This is, however, not very realistic, since the field of 

thee point charges (or the field of spherical symmetric ions, which is identical to that of point 

chargess in the centre of the ions) will be partially screened by the band electrons. 

1.5.33 Perturbation Hamiltonian due to a cubic crystal field 

Stevenss [1.15] starts with the very plausible theorem (the proof of which will not be given 

here)) that, if two different operators, which both can be described by the same function of the 

directionn of different vectors with constant length, are applied to the same set of wave functions, 

thee eigenvalues are the same, except for an unknown constant of proportionality. In the present 

applicationn of the theorem, the first operator is a function of the vector a= (cc\, a2, flr3) with a 

fixedd length equal to 1, the directional part off  the crystal field, as given by equation (1.7); the 
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secondd one corresponds to the same function of the vector J. The vector /also has a constant 

length,, as long as we only consider wave functions where the length of J, ^JJ(J + 1), has the 

samee value for the whole set. 

Iff  we transform the operators in the matrix elements, given in equation (1.13), by replacing the 

functionss of a by the same functions of̂ /, we get different operators, the eigenvalues of which 

aree equal to the required energies except for a constant of proportionality. At first sight one could 

thinkk that we did not gain much, since the wave functions remain very complicated. It appears, 

however,, that one can calculate these matrix elements without knowing the explicit expressions 

forfor the base functions, since the following expressions hold for the angular momentum operators: 

f\JM)f\JM) = XJ+ï)\JM), 

Si\JM)Si\JM) = M\JM)> 0.14) 

yyxx  + . 

Ass an example, we will explicitly calculate the transformation of the operator in the term of the 

fourthh degree from equation (1.10). After multiplying the operator in question with r\ which is 

constantt as long as an integration over the directions in space is executed, we get 

HH44 = A4(r
4) ( n V ^ + l t n V ^ + ï T V ^ ) ] ) = (1.15a) 

==  AA{r 4) (35 ai -30 a3
2 + 3 + 5 a,4 - 30 a,2a2

2 + 5 a4\ (1.15b) 

Inn the Stevens transformation, we now exchange a.\ for^, cti for^, and a  ̂fbrjt. There appears 

here,, however, one serious difficulty: the quantities a\, Oi and «? are, even if they are considered 

ass operators, commutative; this means that always a\Oi = aia,\ etc. This is not true for the 

operatorss Jx, Jy oxAj-., since these operators involve both multiplying and differentiating their 

operands,, and the result is dependent on the sequence in which these operations are executed. In 

alll  texts about quantum mechanics [1.10, 1.16] it is shown that for angular momentum operators 

commutationn rules do not hold, so the symmetrized product of these operators should be used, 

thatt is the average of all possible different permutations of these four factors in the product. It can 

noww be calculated that 

[J[J 22j']syj']symm - [J?/?]*» + [Jy2Am +J*  =fj 2 ~ -A^J2 ~f\ (1.16) 
o o 
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Thee latter three terms of equation (1.15 b), derived from the functions Y4 , can after the 

transformationn be rewritten as (5/2) (J+ +J.% wherê  and .̂ are defined in equation (1.14). 

Usingg also equation (1.16), the complete operator corresponding to equation (1.15) becomes 

ÏH44 = {3A*{S) (35/-4 - (30/2/ ;2 - 2 5 /+ 5f) + Qf-f) + - (/+4 +/_4)). (1.17) 

J3J3 is here the constant of proportionality, which is difficult to calculate. We are not very interested 

inn its value, since AA (r ) in any case should be evaluated by the experimental results, so a further 

unknownn factor gives no additional complications. 

Thee above equation (1.17) is essentially the same as that given by Lea et al. [1.5], the only 

differencee is that they replaced the operator^2 in (1.17) already by its eigenvalue, J(J +1). 

Generallyy this operator is described as 

44 = B* (04° + 5Ö44), (1.18) 

wheree 54 = p A4 (/). The operator O4
0 contains the first 3 terms of (1.17), those depending only 

onn the operatorŝ and^2; the operator 504
4 the last term, the one depending o n^ and^-. 

Thee terms of the sixth order in equation (1.13) are calculated with the same procedure, the 

expressionss become somewhat more complicated. The result for the complete operator from 

equationn (1.13) becomes 

KK = tt4 + H 6 = B, (04° + 5<94
4) + B6 (06° - 2\06\ (1.19) 

wheree B6 = yA6 <r6). Here the sixth-order operators are given by 

0066°° = 231 J? ~ 105 ( 3 / 2 -7) J:
4 + (105 ƒ - 525 /2 + 294)/r

2 - 5j6+  40 f - 6Q/2 

Ö 6 4 = ^ ( H / , 2 - / 2 - 3 8 ) ( / +
4 V - 4 ) ^ ( ^ 4 V - 4 ) ( n / - - 2 - / 2 - 3 8 ) .. (1.20) 

1.5.44 Calculation of the matrix elements for  the multiplet level  x\\m 

Byy applying the explicit expressions of the angular momentum operations, as given in 

equationn (1.14), into the evaluation for the operators O4
0, 04

4, 0<? and £>6\ as given in equations 

(1.17)) and (1.20), we can calculate the following matrix elements: 
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<< J, A/|Ö4°| J, M) = 35M<- [30 J(J+I)-25] hf + 3 [J (J+ l ) -2] J(J+1), (1.21a) 

JJ >M>~J; 

(J,M+4\O(J,M+4\Oii
44\J,M)\J,M) = (J,M\0A-A\J,M+4)= i / ~ [ ( J- M) (J+ M + 1) x 

xx ( J- Af- 1) (J + M + 2) ( J- M - 2) (J+ M + 3) ( J- M- 3) (J+ M+ 4)], (1.21b) 

J - 4 > A / > - . 7; ; 

<< J, M | 06° | J, M> = 231 JW6 - 105 [3 ./(.ƒ + 1) -7] A/1 + 105 [J(J+ 1) -5] x 

xx J(J+ 1)M> + 294 A/2 - 5 [ J V + 1 )3 - 8 f(J+\f + 12 4J+1 ) ], (1.21c) 

JJ >M>-J; 

(J,M+4\O(J,M+4\Of>f>
44\J,M)\J,M) = (J,M\OiA\J,M+4) = 

== ( l i [(M+4)2 + A / ] - J ( J + l ) - 3 8 ) x < J , M + 4 1 O4
4 | y , A 0, (1.21d) 

7 -44 >M>-J. 

Alll  other matrix elements are zero. Note that the matrix elements of 06
4 are expressed as a 

functionn of those of 04
4. As an example, we give the shape of the complete matrix for J = 15/2, 

whichh is the value of the lowest multiplet level for Er3+ ions, see figure 1.11. All matrix elements 

aree linear functions of BA and B6 with coefficients which are rather large integers; for the off-

diagonall  elements the square roots of integers occur. The matrix elements are given in table 1.2. 

Tablee 1.2 The value of the parameters used in figures 1.11 and 1.12. 

AA = 273*4+65*6 

BB = -91*4 -117*6 

CC = -221*4- 39*6 

D- -201*4+59*6 6 

EE =-101*4+87*6 

FF = 23*4+ 45*6 

G== 129*4 -25*6 

H == 189*4-75*6 

1== Vl 365*4-5 Vl 365*6 

J== V5005*4-3^5005*6 

K=5V429*4-7V429*6 6 

L=15V77*4-3V77*6 6 

M=10V23T*44 + 6V23T*6 

N=42VÏ5*44 + 42VÏ5*6 
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Figuree 1.11 The complete matrix for J = 15/2, which is the value of the lowest multiplet 

levellevel for Er3+ ions. 



Wee will follow the procedure first used by Lea et al. [1.5], and subsequently adopted by many 

otherr authors [1.16]. In order to simplify the numbers all coefficients in the matrix elements are 

dividedd by a round number, the common divisor of all occurring numbers. For the coefficient of 

BBAA this number is called F(4), for that of B6 it is F(6). This means we replace the operators in 

equationn (1.21) by respectively 6>4°/F(4), 04
4/F(4), O6

0/F(6) and 06
4/F(6). The new coefficients, 

belongingg to these modified operators are now è4 = B4 F(4) and b« = B&  F(6). 

Thee standard values of the constants F(4) and F(6), as they are chosen more or less arbitrarily for 

everyy value of J, are given in table 1.3. 

Tablee 1.3 The standard values of the constants F(4) and F(6). 

J J 

11/ / 
/2 2 
6 6 

13/ / 
/2 2 

7 7 

15/ / 
/2 2 

8 8 

F(4) ) 

60 0 

60 0 

60 0 

60 0 

60 0 

60 0 

F(6) ) 

3780 0 

7560 0 

7560 0 

3780 0 

13860 0 

13860 0 

J J 

2 2 

5/ / 
/2 2 

3 3 

V V 
/2 2 
4 4 

/2 2 

5 5 

F(4) ) 

12 2 

60 0 

15 5 

60 0 

60 0 

60 0 

14 4 

F(6) ) 

--

--

180 0 

1260 0 

1260 0 

2520 0 

1260 0 

Thee matrix elements are linear functions of b4 and bb, but the eigenvalues are in general non-linear 

functionss of the parameters. In order to simplify the representation, we replace, following Lea et 

al.al. [1.5], b4 and bé by two other parameters called Wandx, defined by 

fafa = Wx, 

andd b<,= W{\-\x\). (1.22) 

Notee that all ratio's of bA and b6 are represented by values of x between 1 and -1. If the constants 

F(4)) and F(6) were not used, all important behaviour would take place very near x =  1 of the 

dimensionlesss parameter x, now it is distributed evenly over the interval [1,-1 ], see figure 1.13. 

Thiss method is especially proper when J > 4, for lower values of J it has no advantages. 
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Figuree 1.12 The rearrangement of the matrix given in figure 1.11, now with all the non-

zerozero off-diagonal terms next to the main diagonal. 



-1.00 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
x x 

Figuree 1.13 The energy splitting of the level with spin J = 13/2 in a cubic crystal field according 

toto Lea et al. [1.5], forW = 1. 

Notee that all matrix elements, and hence also all eigenvalues, are proportional to W\ it is therefore 

sufficientt to give them for W= 1, as functions ofx only, and to multiply the values afterwards 

withh W. We could calculate the eigenvalues of the matrix given above by a brute force method, 

i.e.i.e. using an appropriate computer routine. The procedure is, however, much simplified if we first 

reducee the matrix in question to two much smaller matrices of tridiagonal shape. This is done by 

firstlyfirstly  rearranging the rows and columns (the eigenvalues are not influenced by this) in such a way 

thatt the non-zero off-diagonal terms come next to the main diagonal; all other elements are now 

zero,, see figure 1.13. 

Thiss matrix can be split into four submatrices where all elements outside these diagonal 

submatricess are zero, the eigenvalues of which can be determined independently. 

Itt appears there are only two different submatrices, the other two are essentially the same (by 

changingg rows and columns). The problem of finding the eigenvalues of (in this example) a 16 x 

166 matrix is now reduced to finding the eigenvalues of two 4 x4 matrices, given as (1.23) and 

(1.24),, below: 

'AA 1 0 0" 

II  E M 0 
(1.23) ) 

00 M H L 

,00 0 L D, 
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'BB J O 0N 

JJ F N O 
(1.24) ) 

OO N G K 

,00 0 K C, 

Eachh eigenvalue found occurs twice in the original matrix. 

Findingg the eigenvalues of a symmetric, tridiagonal matrix is most easily done by using the routine 

tqlii  () from "Numerical Recipes in C" [1.18], the standard source of such computer routines. It 

was,, of course, also possible to diagonalise the 16x16 symmetric matrix directly with another 

subroutine.. Above described slightly more elaborate procedure is preferred not only in order to 

savee computer-time and -space, but in order not to run the risk of data deterioration due to loss 

off  precision. This risk, which occurs when two nearly equal numbers are subtracted, can easily 

occurr on diagonalising a large matrix containing many zero's. All sublevels are at least twofold 

degeneratee as all energies are invariant under a change of sign of M. 

Solvingg matrix 1.23 for its eigenvalues and eigenstates one finds one (Kramers) doublet level of 

whichh the energy varies in a linear manner withx; for 0 <x < +1: E = ^0 + 334x, for - l<x< 0: 

EE = - 40 + 254JC. This state has the TO symmetry. Likewise, matrix 1.24 has one solution of a T7 

doublet.. Its energy is E = -312 + 286x for positive x and E = -312 - 338x for negative x. 

-1.00 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 O.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

X X 

Figuree 1.14 The calculated splitting of the level with spin J = 15/2 in a cubic crystal field for 

W=W= 1. 
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Onee should note that the given symmetry classification is that following Lea et al. [1.5] and many 

otherr authors. Some authors, however, use the labels 1̂  and T7 interchanged. The reason for this 

iss discussed by [1.19]. The other three solutions of matrix 1.23 are equal, one by one, to solutions 

off  matrix 1.24. The four corresponding eigenstates form a fourfold degenerate level with the Tg 

symmetry.. The energies of the Tg levels vary non-linearly with the crystal field parameter x. In 

figurefigure 1.14 all sublevels are shown for the J= 15/2 multiplet level as a function of x; the values 

aree those valid for W= 1. Now if five spectral lines are detected, it is generally possible to find 

onee and only one value for x for which the four intervals between the lines are proportional to the 

intervalss between the curves the figure. In this way x and, subsequently, W can be determined 

fromfrom the measured lines; we will give an example of this analysis in chapter 2. 
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